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Thus, we choose our past in the light of a certain end, but from 
then on it imposes itself upon us and devours us.

(Jean-Paul Sartre: Being and Nothingness, tr. Hazel E. Barnes)1

Dictionaries, as one might have predicted after reading Derrida, are either tautological or offer
perpetually deferred meanings. Some, as for instance that by Bakotić, do not include words for
nationalities, such as Srbin or Hrvat, or their derivatives. Karadžić, who is famously informative
about folkloric terms as vrzino kolo (a kind of devilish Sabbath) and vukodlak (vampire), tells
only that a Srb, Srbalj, Srbin, Srbinj, Srbljin, [Srbljak, Srbljanin, Srbo] is der Serbe, Serbus; a Hrvat
[Rvat] is der Kroate, Croata.2 The encyclopaedic dictionary on historical principles of the Croat
or Serb language (Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika), begun for the Zagreb Jugoslav (now
Croat) Academy by Daničić and continued by Budmani, Maretić and other distinguished philo-
logists, is more explicit and states as follows: »SRB, S r̀ b, S‘̀r ba. m. pripadnik naroda, koji govori
istim jezikom kao Hrvati i koji se smjestio u sjeverozapadnom dijelu Balkanskog poluostrva i
pripada južnim Slovenima. O doseļeńu Srba vidi s.v. Hrvat.« [»SRB, S r̀ b, S‘r ba. m. Member of a
people3 who speak the same language as the Croats and who settled in the north-western
part of the Balkan Peninsula and who belong to the south Slavs. About the settlement of the
Serbs cf. Hrvat.«]4 Before proceeding to the usual linguistic information and illustrative quo-
tations, the article offers then a useful short list of historical uses of the Serbian name, as well
as a brief survey of scholarly speculations about its origin and meaning. The much older arti-
cle on H R̀     VĀT, Hrváta is structured in a similar way, but begins as follows:

[...] čovjek iz jednoga od dviju plemena (drugo su Srbi) iz kojijeh se sastoji naš narod.
po Konstantinu Porfirogenetu Hrvati i Srbi dodjoše VII vijeka odńekle (iz Češke? Polj-
ske? Rusije?) sa sevjera i naseliše se u našim stranama, te granice kod Hrvata odgova-
raju dosta dobro granicama sadašnjih štokavaca zapadnoga govora, ali istina pripada-
li bi im po istome piscu i neki čakavci (n.pr. u hrvatskom primorju) i kajkavci. I za čaka-
vce po otocima i po dalmatinskom primorju, koji se dandanašńi drže da su čisti Hrva-
ti, ne zna se po Porfirogenetu kojemu plemenu pripadaju; [...] istina je svakako da
Porfirogenet miješa etnografke i političke granice.

[(...) person belonging to one of the two tribes [the other are the Serbs] which consti-
tute our people. According to Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus the Croats and Serbs
came from somewhere (from Czech territory? from Poland? from Russia?) in the
North and settled in our lands. The boundaries for the Croats correspond quite well to
the boundaries of the present western variant of štokavian speech, but it is true that
according to the same writer to them belong also some čakavians (e.g. on the Croa-
tian coast) and kajkavians. And for the čakavians on the islands and on the Dalmatian
coast, who are considered today to be pure Croats, according to Porphyrogenitus it is
not known to which tribe they belong; (...) the truth is assuredly that Porphyrogenitus
confuses ethnographic and political frontiers.]5

The article then summarizes alternative theories (current in the late 19th century) about the
arrival of the Slavs on the Balkans, but sides basically with the Byzantine sources.

The more recent large dictionary of the Serbo-Croat language, published in Novi Sad and
Zagreb by the Matica Srpska and Matica Hrvatska states simply: »Sr̀bi, Sr̀bā m. mn. ( jd. Sr̀bin,
redje Sr̀b) narod iz grupe južnih Slovena čija većina živi u SR Srbiji.« [»Serbs, Serbian m. pl. (sing.
Serb, more rare Srb) people belonging to the group of South Slaves, with a majority living in
the Socialist Republic of Serbija.«]6 The entry under Hrváti (Croats) is identical in structure and
scope of its information.7

Foreign dictionaries offer similar pointers; their scope depends on the publication’s cha-
racter.8 The Pocket Oxford Dictionary of Current English is suitably short: »Serb(ian) (Native,
language) of Serbia.«9 Chambers Maxi Paperback Dictionary states similarly: »Serb or Serbian
a native or citizen of Serbia (formerly a kingdom, now a republic of Yugoslavia); a member of
the people principally inhabiting Serbia; the South Slav language of Serbia.«10 The Webster’s
Third International Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged11 restricts Serb and Serbian
or Servian to »a native or inhabitant of the former kingdom of Serbia or of the federal republic
of Serbia in Yugoslavia« (a Croat or Croatian is equally »a native or inhabitant of the former
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Austrian province of Croatia or of the federal republic of Croatia in Yugoslavia«). The Shorter
Oxford Dictionary on Historical Principles, derived from the great OED12, traces Serb and Ser-
bian in the English language to Servian (1862) and the meaning »a native or inhabitant of Ser-
bia; the language of Serbia« (there is no entry under »Croat« or »Croatian«). Most of these de-
signations are approximative and sometimes misleading; it is difficult to evaluate how these
statements, as well as those in encyclopaedias, may have influenced private opinions and pub-
lic debates about the different nations, their terrirories and history.

Encyclopaedias are, of course, more explicit and more detailed; they direct readers to histo-
rical facts about nations and explain in that way the customary usage of such terms, but now-
adays do not attempt any essentialist definition. Typical is the opening statement of the
Grand dictionnaire encyclopédique Larousse: »Les Serbes forment un rameau des Slaves du Sud
(ou Yougoslaves). Avec leurs frères de race, les Croates et les Slovênes, [...] les Serbes s’en diffe-
rencièrent progressivement sous l’influence des dominations politiques et des Églises.«13

The Canadian Encyclopedia, in its articles Croatians and Serbs, distinguishes the two groups
from each other, and other immigrants, indirectly – by place of origin, history, religion, langua-
ge, and other characteristics. The article Serbs, by Paul Pavlovich in the recent Encyclopedia of
Canada’s Peoples defines the Serbs in a rather exclusionary way:

[Serbs] are adherents of the Eastern Orthodox branch of Christianity, and, like other
Orthodox Christians, they have traditionally used the Cyrillic alphabet. The Orthodox
religion has historically been the main characteristic that distinguishes Serbs from
their linguistically related neighbours, the Roman Catholic Croats and Bosnian Mus-
lims, and Serbs share this faith with Orthodox Macedonians and Bulgarians.14

Yugoslav encyclopaedias are usually more detailed, although often with a similar range of in-
formation. The Narodna enciklopedija srpsko-hrvatsko-slovenačka under Srbi, ahead of its hi-
storical coverage, offers two articles,15 by necessity inconclusive, on the origin and name of the
nation. The same encyclopaedia presents under Hrvat a similar article by Novak,16 while the hi-
story is covered under the term Hrvati. The Belgrade publisher Prosveta’s first post-World War
II Mala enciklopedija prudently only speaks of Serbian history in the article on Srbija (Serbia),
without any definition.17 The ambitious Zagreb based Enciklopedija Jugoslavije opens its cove-
rage of Serbs (Srbi) with a contribution on »Ethnic development«,18 with a survey of essential
facts and theories but without a bibliography. (The coverage of the Croats [Hrvati] begins with
a similar contribution on their »Name« [Ime], which contains a detailed bibliography.19) The
equally ambitious Vojna enciklopedija, published about the same time in Belgrade, reverts to
the practice of Prosveta and includes only an article on Serbian history under the heading of
Srbija.20

Dictionaries, lexicons, and encyclopaedias are supposed to summarize objectively the rele-
vant facts. Inevitably, they reflect the state of scholarship at the time of their publication; they
also reproduce in their omissions and selective inclusions political and other considerations
prevalent at certain places at a given time. Nevertheless, handbooks of this kind, when the full
entries are taken into account, seem to be unanimous in certain assertions, otherwise fre-
quently contested by politicians and sometimes by scholars. These are, for instance, the state-
ments that both Serbs and Croats are of Slavic origin and, if this information is provided, that
they migrated to the Balkans during the early Middle Ages. They differ in the assessment how
close these nations (tribes) and their languages are to each other; they hesitate greatly how to
account for the Serbs who lived, or are still living, outside of the state (kingdom or republic) of
Serbia, with its changing frontiers, and in designating their religion and script. Here one can
already perceive some of the fault-lines of polemics about Serbian and Croat and other ethnic
relations, and their history in general. While much of the conflicting views are the direct result
of fluctuating ideological and political positions, some can be attributed also to the lack of da-
ta and their inconclusive character, as well as to the very nature of such concepts as nation and
people.

Contemporary studies of nations and nationalism, at least since the books by Armstrong21

and Anderson22 and up to the recent overview by Wehler23, have demonstrated that, as a rule,
notions of national identity are constructs which evolve over time; these, and many other stu-
dies have also shown, often with glee, how concepts of this kind can be deconstructed and
how historical memory involves a process of selective amnesia. Studies, published over the last
two or three decades, have proven to the satisfaction of most scholars that such concepts as
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»nation« are decidedly sublunar, historical events, usually originating in Europe during the last
two to three centuries. Still, they can have a strong impact on society and life. More recent stu-
dies, such as those by Luhman24, show that this family of concepts also belongs to those ele-
ments of the cultural system, which can be reinserted at any time in the ongoing historical
process. This means that they can be revived, although with changed functions, at various ti-
mes and in different contexts. Historical and mythical realities of the past can become, there-
fore, (anachronistic) parts of later political and ideological debates and acquire new meanings
and effects, certain desired, others inevitable. The translators of Ernst Bloch’s influential The
Principle of Hope summarized his ideas on the topic as follows:

New meaning and fresh synthetic combination can be extracted from the thinking of
the past, precisely because the thinking is not yet finished, and is to be discovered
and inherited by each succeeding age. The works of the past contain the premonitory
and pre-figurative images of the next stage of society [...] succeeding ages ›refunc-
tion‹ the material of the past to suit their ideological requirements whether reactio-
nary or progressive.25

In this process, »[n]ostalgia is not always about the past; it can be retrospective but also pro-
spective. Fantasies of the past determined by needs of the presend have a direct impact on re-
alities of the future.«26

Before proceeding further, let us invoke some traditional, standard definitions of the term
»nation«. The OED, when strongly abbreviated, offers the following: »nation. Large number of
people of mainly common descent, language, history, etc., usu. inhabiting the territory boun-
ded by defined limits and forming a society under one government.« The New Webster's Inter-
national Dictionary is a little more specific; again if abbreviated, it informs us that »nation [OF
nacion, fr. L natio nation, race, orig., a being born, fr. natus, past part. of nasci, to be born]« has
three main meanings: »1. A people connected by supposed ties of blood generally manifested
by community of language, religion, customs, etc. 2. Any aggregation of people having like in-
stitutions and customs and a sense of social homogeneity and mutual interest. 3. The body of
inhabitants of a country united under a single independent government; a state.« These crite-
ria are usually associated by historians with post-18th century European ideologies, but in fact
– as in the case of the Serbs – they can be traced to much earlier times.27 Interestingly, the
great Webster's Third New International Dictionary stresses in its definitions the belonging to
a state or, at least, to a defined geographic region, and adds the information that at mediaeval
universities this was the designation of a division of the student body from a particular loca-
lity, region, or country. Karadžić, in his ground breaking Srpski rječnik28, both in the first edition
of 1818 and the second of 1851, as well as the posthumous third edition of 1898, simply states:
»narod, das Volk, gens, populus, natio [cf. puk].« Both the Rječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezi-
ka29 and the Rječnik srpskohrvatskoga književnog jezika30 clearly establish that since Old Sla-
vonic times, in Slavic languages and specifically in Serbo-Croatian, the word »narod«, with a
derivation similar to that of »nation« and meaning »born from«, is the equivalent of the Eng-
lish word and concept of »the nation«, while also meaning »the people« (Volk): progenies, ho-
mines, populus, genus.31 The Rječnik does not treat the word »nacija«, which is more recent and
is defined in the Rečnik as a new term, specific to the epoch of capitalism.32

Most contemporary nations, whether in Europe or elsewhere, cannot completely satisfy
any set of criteria indicated by these or other standard dictionaries: neither have they a pro-
ved unity of blood (by DNA sequencing or other conclusive tests), commonality of language,
religion, customs, stable territory or statehood. Serbs are less than many others able to show
such »inborn«, »natural« homogeneity and stability. Theirs is a nation obliged to migrate
throughout its mythical past and recorded history, without a continuity of statehood but with
perpetually changing ethnic, demographic and administrative borders, embracing at least
three major religions (Orthodox and Catholic Christianity and Islam, not to speak of smaller re-
ligious groups and sects),33 and having experienced three strong cultural influences, those of
Byzantium, the Ottoman empire, and the West. At no historical time, including the 20th centu-
ry and the present, there has been a coincidence of ethnic and state borders, and, therefore, a
total overlap of the notions of belonging to the Serbian people and having Serbian citizenship.
(This is, of course, to some degree the situation in most, perhaps all, countries of the world.)
Nevertheless, in the second half of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th quite a num-
ber of anthropological, craniological and similar studies, conducted not only by Serbian scho-
lars, attempted »essentialist« definitions and explanations.34
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In spite of such vicissitudes, the Serbian name and, probably, the feeling of belonging to a di-
stinct and defined traditional community seems to predate history; in any case it is strongly
vouchsafed throughout recorded times. The oldest explanation of the name Serb (Srbi/n) is of-
fered by the Byzantine Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, who derives it from the Latin
servus (although he is aware that the name is older than any contact with either the Western
or Eastern Roman Empire).35 Dobrovský and Šafárik derived the name first from the Sarmats,
then from ser- (sanskr. su) = to be born, kins, people. Daničić36 saw the root in sar, sarbh = pro-
tector or fighter. Later, Županić37 related sur or ser to Caucasian languages, and the terms ser-
bi or sur-bi, meaning men or people (according to this hypothesis both the Croats and the
Serbs were originally of a non-Slavic origin). There were also attempts to relate the (Balkanic)
Serbs and the »White« Serbs – Lužički Srbi or Lužani (German Lausitzer Serben or Sorben, also
called Wenden), who since the early Middle Ages lived in the heart of present Germany and
who still speak two main West-Slavic dialects, one akin to the Polish and the other to the
Czech language.38

The Slavic tribes and nations, taken as a whole, are ultimately of uncertain origin and come
from diversly designated territories, although most probably from the basin of the Dnieper
and the region extending to the Carpathians and the Vistula. They are first mentioned by the
Alexandrian scholar Ptolemy (about AD 100-178) and more frequently and specifically since
the 6th century of the Christian era. Older linguists usually related their name to slava (glory)
and more recent ones to slovo (word), i.e. the Slavs can speak, while in contrast the Germans
are »dumb« (nemci). It should be noted that the oldest historical references to the Slavs were
made under the designation Wends (Venedi), so for instance by Pliny (Nat.hist., IV 97), Tacitus
(Germania 46) and Ptolemy (Geographike III 57). At no time were linguists in agreement about
the number of Slavic languages or their names; in addition to philological reasons, they were
divided by other considerations, such as religion and politics.

The oldest historical mention of the Serbs is in Plinius the Elder (1st century AD), the next
in the geographer Vibius Secvester (6th century AD), and afterwards quite frequently by histo-
rians from Byzantium (for instance Prokopios, Jordanes, and the aforementioned Emperor
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus [1st half of the 10th century, in his De administrando imperio]).
The first clear non-Roman or Byzantine reference to their name dates from Einhard's Annals of
the Francs (in the year 822). In any case, it is assumed that, after dwelling in the South-West of
present Ukraine, or some adjacent territory, the Serbs (and other Slavs of the Balkans) began
to move westwards in the 4th and at the latest in the 5th centuries; they arrived at the north
shores of the Danube in the first half of the 6th century. Historians are divided about the exact
time of their arrival in the Balkan Peninsula: while some propose the 5th and 6th centuries,
others set a later, 7th century date; a few even claim that the Serbs were native to this region.39

According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the emperor Heraclius (610-40) invited the
Serbs to settle in the devastated northwestern provinces of the Byzantian Empire and to de-
fend them against the Avars. In any case, the Slavs had become firmly established throughout
the Balkans by the late 7th century, but their dominance in the area was a long and erratic pro-
cess, as was the period of their cultural assimilation under Roman and Byzantine rule. During
the 7th century the Serbs became the object of Greek, Roman, and Armenian historians. As
mentioned before, certain scholars conjecture that the Serbs (and Croats) were originally a
non-Slavic warrior tribe that conquered larger Slavic populations and became assimilated, a
process similar to the much later origin of the Bulgars.

Serbs entered parts of their present territory at the latest in the 7th century AD, settling in
six distinct tribal delimitations: present-day Western Serbia and Northern Montenegro, Bosnia
(indistinct from Rascia until the 12th century), Neretva/Pagania (middle Dalmatia), Zachum-
lie/Zahumlje (western Hercegovina), Trebounia/Travunija (eastern Herzegovina), and finally
Zeta (predecessor to Montenegro). The Croats also probably arrived from the North, during the
early 7th century (the exact date is not known), and were christianized in the 9th, but without
being obliged to use Latin in masses and at first writing with the Glagolic alphabet. In addi-
tion to the various conjectures about their ethnic roots and the origin of their name, the Cro-
ats of the Balkans are related by some historians to the White Croats (Bielo-Chorvats, Croatia
Alba), also mentioned by Constantine Porphyrogenitus; these apparently had a kingdom in the
10th century around present Krákow and stretching into Bohemia and Ukrain.

The Balkan Slavs, on the frontier between the Western Roman Empire and the Byzantine
Empire, exposed to invasions by semi-nomadic peoples of Asia, acquired a measure of inde-
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pendence. The basis of the Serbian social organisation was the zadruga, or extended family;
several zadrugas were grouped under a župan (chieftain or duke), and the župans, who vied to
control the Serbs for centuries, sometimes united under a veliki župan (grand chieftain or
duke). History reports, for example, that the first župan was Višeslav (century AD 760) and that
his great-great-grandson Mutimir accepted Orthodox Christianity in 879. Vlastimir created the
first larger state in about 850: it covered an area in eastern Montenegro and southern Serbia
known as Raška. Toward the end of the 9th century, the political centre of Serbs was transfer-
red to Zeta (Montenegro) and the seacoast (primorje). The early Serb proto-states already
established the enduring link between the people and the Slavonic liturgical tradition of Or-
thodox Christianity, in spite of the substantial influence of the Church of Rome on Serbs living
in coastal and western regions and of the sporadic relations between Popes and Serbian rulers.

After a turbulent and historically not always clear past, with shifting territorial attributes,
Croatia emerged, it is usually accepted, as an independent nation in 924, when Tomislav estab-
lished himself as the first king of Croatia, ruling a domain that stretched from the Croatian
heartland to the Danube and Dalmatia.

In the 7th century, Croats and Serbs settled in the land that now makes up Bosnia and Her-
cegovina. Dominance of the region shifted among the Croatian, Serbian, Bulgarian, Byzantine
and, much later, Hungarian rulers for centuries. The heretical Bogomil faith, a dualistic off-
shoot of Christianity, strongly influenced Bosnian politics. Ban Kulin (1180-1204) and other no-
bles, struggling to broaden Bosnian autonomy, rejected both the Catholic and Orthodox faiths.
In the 14th century, Bosnia became a formidable state under the rule of Ban Stefan Tvrtko I
(1353-91). He joined Bosnia with the principality of Hum (a forerunner of Hercegovina), and at-
tempted to unite the South Slavs under his rule: after the Nemanja dynasty expired in 1371,
Tvrtko was crowned King of Bosnia and Raška in 1377, and he conquered parts of Croatia and
Dalmatia. His troops fought beside the Serbs at Kosovo Polje. During the centuries of Ottoman
rule, many of the local Slavs (previously Serbs and Coats) converted to the Muslim faith.

A look at mediaeval Slavic texts is quite revealing of the linguistic usages of the times, as
well as of the attempts to conceptualize, and deal with, questions of nationality and citizen-
ship. In the Balkans, they show a fairly early use of terms designating various nationalities and
their territories, including a very steady appearance of the various variants and spellings of
»Serb« and »Serbian«.40 A substantial list is provided in the Rječnik (vol. 16);41 in addition to
state and church documents of the rulers belonging to the Nemanjić dynasty, there are expli-
cit documents from Dubrovnik and even a decree issued by the Turkish sultan Murat II (in
1430).42

In the 9th century, one of the earliest and most beautiful of Slavic written poems, the Pro-
logue (Proglas) to the Gospels, believed to have been written by Constantine-Cyril, the Apost-
le to the Slavs (827-869), still addresses itself to all the Slavs collectively (»listen all Slavs«).43

The Slavs in the Balkans were first approached by missionaries sent by Rome, but later were
mostly exposed to missionaries coming from Constantinople, representing the Eastern
Orthodoxy. After the final schism of Christianity, this became one of the lasting divisions in the
Peninsula.

Almost three centuries later, in 1208, The Life of Nemanja (St. Simeon) by his son St. Sava
(Rastko Nemanjić), speaks of Stephan Nemanja as »ruler of all Serbian lands« (vsee srbskiv
zemlje),44 justifying his rule with God's will and the right of inheriting his forefathers. At least
rhetorically, St. Sava's text establishes an identity between the concepts of rightfully inherited
lands (whatever their geographic designation) and Serbian lands:

God [...] appointed this thrice blessed man, truly our lord and father, named Stephan
Nemanja, to rule over all the Serbian land (vseju srbskoju zemljeju) [...]. And he resto-
red his patrimony and he consolidated it further [...], and he raised up his ruined pa-
trimony, and of the coastal land he acquired [...], and from Albania he got [...], and
from the Greek land he got [...] he acquired all these places which were part of his pa-
trimony and belonged to him as Serbian land (srbskije zemlje), but which had been
lost because of war.45

Only a few years later, in 1216, the other Life of Nemanja46 (St. Simeon) by his elder son Stephan
Prvovenčani, the king, is more political than spiritual in its main aims. The narrative, as a whole
and in its parts, emphasizes the unity of state and nation. The subject of the two hagiogra-
phies, Stephan Nemanja, in his famous charter (endowment) of the Hillandar Monastery on
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Mt. Athos, highlighted the importance of the language for the nation: »After lost battles and
lost wars, the nation [people] remain. After the language is lost, there is no nation [people].«47

In 1219 St. Sava obtained from the weakened Patriarch the autonomy of the Serbian
Church, i.e. the establishment of an independent, autocephalous national church, which inclu-
ded in its official designation the name of the nation. This proved to be the single most impor-
tant event in Serbian state and cultural life during the Middle Ages, at a time when culture, in-
cluding education, was largely the domain of the Church. It also sealed the link between the
Serbs and Eastern Orthodoxy, after about half a century of simultaneous tentative contacts
with Roman Catholicism: according to some historians, the founder of the dynasty, Nemanja,
was first baptized according to the Western rites and later according to those of the Greek
Church; his son Stephan received his crown first from the West and then from the East. St. Sa-
va and his brother probably acted mostly out of contemporary geopolitical considerations but
their choice influenced the whole subsequent history of their nation, although Serbian kings,
when fearing Byzantine might, repeatedly attempted to reach political and religious accom-
modations with the Holy See.

In an early example of a long series of decrees regulating the relations between Serbs and
merchants from Dubrovnik, king Stephan designates his subjects as Sr’blinom’ (1222-1228 – the
same term is used by king Stephan Uroš in a proclamation of privileges for the merchants
from that city, 1240-1272). During the 13th century the gifted monk Theodosius (Teodosije)
wrote in the monastery Hillandar, on the basis of a previous biography by the monk Domen-
tian, The Life of Saint Sava. The biography praises Sava as a Serbian saint and diplomat.

When Stephan Dušan Nemanjić proclaimed himself emperor in 1346, he took the title of
emperor of Serbs and Greeks (car Srbljem i Grkom), a title which in itself reflects the mediaeval
understanding of national differences. His famous Law Code (from 1349, with supplements in
1354) is quite relevant for our topic.48 It should be noted that the Law Code was used in all
Serbian regions, well beyond the time of the Empire.49

The first 38 articles in the 1349 Code, out of a total of 135, are devoted to the religion and
the Church. The very first article proclaims the necessity of »purging Christianity« (da se včisti
hristijanst’vo); articles 6 to 8 speak about Roman Catholics as »Latin heretics« (eres’ latinskoi)
and other articles, for example 9, call them »half-believers« (polouver’ci). The Codex, otherwise
for the times a progressive synthesis of Byzantine jurisprudence and Serb common law, enu-
merates harsh punishments for those who remain obdurate Catholics or, even worse, Bogu-
mils (article 10 ), who have to be branded on the face and driven off. Still, the same Code is pro-
tective towards travelling Dubrovnik merchants and immigrant Saxon miners (o saseh), all or
most of whom were Catholics.50 Although the Codex decrees heavier fines for the Vlachs and
Albanians (vlahom’ i ar’banasom) than for Serbs (article 77), it is also protective of them and re-
cognises them as a special group.

The term »Vlach« was subjected over time to peculiar transformations. The Vlachs were,
initially at least, of Romanian origin; later, this became a term designating shepherds, both Ro-
manian and Serb (article 32, cf. article 82).51 The Ottoman Turks later often called all Christians
Vlachs. Still later, the term was used by Catholic and Croatian writers to designate, sometimes
in a neutral way and sometimes pejoratively, all Serbs, especially those of the Orthodox creed.

In the Codex, the nobility is identified as Serb and Greek (sr’blje i gr’cii, article 39) and Greek,
German, and Serb (gr’k’, nem’c’, and sr’bin’, article 173). The terms »Serb« or »Serbs« are used in
articles 39, 153, and 173, as well as in the text appended to the Code. This autobiographic text,
known as The Word of Emperor Dušan about his Code (Reč cara Dušana uz njegov zakonik),52

proclaims him, in an enumeration which includes other areas such as the West and the litto-
ral, as the »emperor of all Serbs and Greeks and of Bulgarian lands [...] and Albanians« (car’
V’sem’ Sr’bljem’ i Gr’kom’ i Stranam’ bl’gar’sk’iim’ [...] i Aravanitom’)53; the same text refers to his
father, Uroš III, as ruler of »all Serbian lands and the littoral«54. Finally, the Code (for instance
articles 132 and 133), and the additional text clearly distinguish between »our lands« and
»foreign lands« (touge zemlje).

The apparent contradiction in the Code between the legal and religious exclusion of all
those subjects who are not Orthodox (pravoslavni) and the tolerance of Catholic foreigners has
lead historians to propose diverse and complex interpretations. It seems to me that the inner
logic resides in the equation of citizenship in the newly proclaimed Empire of the Serbs and
Greeks with the belonging to Orthodox Christianity, which was the religion of the vast majori-
ty of its inhabitants, while foreigners were allowed to preserve the beliefs and rites of their
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states of origin.55 If my understanding of this presumed paradox is correct, this would be an
early example of the principle »cuius regio, eius religio«, a principle adopted in the Treaty of
Augsburg (1555) and confirmed in the Treaty of Westphalia (1648) as a way of ending the Thirty
Years War.

The privileges of emissaries and merchants from Dubrovnik are confirmed in a number of
other Serbian documents and treaties, so in an edict by Balša, the Duke of Drač, from the se-
cond half of the 14th century,56 and in an edict by Stephan Prince Lazar Hrebeljanović, from
1387, two years before the fateful battle of Kosovo.57 Both mention their traditional rights as
granted by previous Serb rulers and the emperor Dušan. The order issued by Prince Lazar clear-
ly distinguishes between Serbs and citizens of Dubrovnik living in or passing through his coun-
try; it also mentions as his own subjects, or as people living in his lands, Saxons, Vlachs »or who
ever else« (ili či gode človek).58

From 1404 dates The Life (Žitije) of Stephan Dečanski by Grigorije Camblak,59 the much tra-
velled Bulgarian writer and theologian, who for a while was the abbot of the monastery of De-
čani and who later became the archbishop (mitropolit) of Kiev. At the very beginning of the
biography, Camblak equates language and nationality. He uses the term »tongue«, i.e., ezik, in
the meaning of »nation«: »He [i.e., Stephan the Serbian, MD] was of the great and most glo-
rious Serbian nation. Not only did it surpass other nations in military force [...] (»Bše i se veli-
kaago i slavnjeišago srpskago ezika, ne tkmo konistvninmi silami drougih ezika prvshoditi
[...]«).60 Dictionaries of Old Slavonic and etymological dictionaries of modern Slavic languages
show that in both Old Slavonic and Church Slavonic, for centuries, the term єэьIкь combined
the two fields of meaning: mother tongue and nation. This dual meaning is now rare, but not
impossible;61 it may be of some relevance to the modern discussions about the concept of a
nation and its dependence on language.

Mediaeval texts mentioned by me, and others largely too repetitive to be quoted here,62

demonstrate that the Serbs – and other peoples in the region – had a contrastive vision of two
basic human categories: »us« and »the others«, as well as of the fact that not only in foreign
countries but also under the same ruler there are groups and individuals who belong to both
categories. These texts show also that the rulers and their officials tried, while privileging one
element or different combinations of elements, a multiplicity of definitions of »us«, referring
to common ancestry and inheritance, language, religion, citizenship, and territory. There is also
a clear continuity of such designations from the early Serb statehood to its decadence and de-
struction by the Ottomans.

From the end of the 14th century and the battles at the Marica River and the Kosovo field
to the mid-15th century, the Ottoman Empire extended its administrative and other powers
over the whole previous territory of the Serbian state(s) and well beyond into Bosnia and parts
of Croatia and Hungary. The invasion and occupation led to large waves of migrations of Serbs
to the west and north, especially to the border (krajina) regions of the Austrian empire, as well
as to arrivals of new ethnic populations.63 Some of those under the Habsburg rule over time
joined the Catholic faith, while those under the Ottoman occupation frequently, especially in
Bosnia and Hercegovina, accepted Islam. Gradually, these migrations created a new Serb cen-
tre of gravity to the north of the past kingdom and altered demographic proportions among
the inhabitants of the previous, more southern regions such as Kosovo and Metohija, and Ma-
cedonia, which were central to the old kingdom. Nevertheless, throughout these movements
of large populations, masterfully expressed in Miloš Crnjanski’s novel Seobe (Migrations),64 the
Serbs kept their name and sense of identity.65 In the far-away diaspora of Ukraine there was,
for a short while in the 18th century, a »New Serbia« or »Slavjanoserbija« (Novaja Serbija/Slov’-
janoserbija).66 The repeated forced movements of populations created among the Serbs dur-
able feelings of victimization; people already living in the new settlement and border areas
entertained at best mixed feelings towards their new neighbours, who although similar to
them in language and custom were still so different in religion and other traits of culture, and
who at times received crown privileges for their military services.

Folksongs from the 18th and first half of the 19th century, many among them probably of
older origin, contain scores of examples for the term »Serb« and its derivatives (for instance in
the poem Propast carstva Srpskoga –The Fall of the Serbian Empire67).68 The renewed produc-
tion of Serbian texts in the 18th century resumes the old terminology. The monk Jerotej Rača-
nin describes his 1704 trip from Hungary to Jerusalem; in the travelogue he speaks of the Serbs
and their customs.69 The ambitious but unlucky count Djordje Branković (1645-1711) writes a
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huge unfinished work Slavensko-srpske hronike (Slavic-Serbian Chronicles), in which he speaks
of the origin and history of Slavic nations, particularly the Serbs, but also of Vlachs. This is the
first attempt of this kind by a Serb; although unpublished, the manuscript was read and fre-
quently copied, so that it reached a considerable audience and it is a valuable source for the
state of knowledge at that time.70 A manuscript of 1736 containing poems about Serbian
saints by the Rev. Aleksandar carries the title Srbljak.71 Old Serbian religious manuscripts or
printed books, which preferred Serbian Slavonic terms to Russian ones, are beginning to be cal-
led srbulja/srbulje.

Vasilije Brkić (ca. 1719-1791), the last Serbian patriarch of the Second Peć patriarchy, writes
in 1771 for the Russian admiral Orlov (and the Russian secret service) a detailed Opis turskih ob-
lasti i u njima hrišćanskih naroda, a naročito naroda srpskoga (Description of the Turkish regions
and their Christian peoples, and especially of the Serbian people, only published in 1891).72 A few
decades later, Petar Runjanin, priest in the village of Kuzmin in Srem, writes a Povesnica sela
Kuzmina (History of the village Kuzmin, published in 1936), in which he discusses the arrival of
Serbs from Bosnia, Hercegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, and Venician territories during the 18th

century.73

Dositej Obradović (1742-1811), in the opening passage of his famous autobiography Život i
priključenija (Life and Adventures), published in 1783, as well as in the appended Letter to Hara-
lampije74, appeals for the acceptance in literature of the spoken language, instead of the tra-
ditional mixture of spoken Serbian and Russian Slavonic, and equates the nation with the
language.75

Archbishop Stevan Stratimirović (1757-1839), today best known for his opposition to the re-
forms proposed by Karadžić, left voluminous notes about Serbs under Ottoman rule, including
observations about the spread of Islam in Serbia and Bosnia,76 and a monograph O Volohah’
about the Vlachs.77 The distinguished erudite patron of Serbian culture Sava Tekelija (1761-
1842) speaks in his autobiography both about Serbs in Arad, in Austria, and those who emi-
grated to Russia; with the help of Karadžić, he also published a treatise on the Vlachs.78

Terms like »Serb« and »Serbia« are accepted by other South-Slaves, too. In 1756 Andrija
Kačić-Miošić, a Croatian Franciscan, publishes Razgovor ugodni naroda slovinskoga (A Pleasant
Discourse about the Slavic People)79; the second edition of 1759 is dedicated to Saint Sava,
»born 1169, son of the Serbian kind Stephan Nemanja the Great, first Serbian Archbishop,
established church administration and laid the foundation for national education. Died in
1237.«80 In the epic poems, printed in Kačić-Miošić's book, Turks and Muslims designate all
Christians as »Vlasi«.81 The same is the case much later in Ivan Mažuranić's epic poem Smrt
Smail-Age Čengića (The Death of Smail Aga Čengić, 1846).82

While Kačić-Miošić stresses the ultimate kinship of all South Slaves, Stephan Rajić felt that
the linguistic and other differences between Croats and Serbs are sufficient to warrant trans-
lations from one language into the other. In 1793 and 1807 he publishes a »Slaveno-Serbian«
translation of Marija Antun Reljković's Satir iliti divlji čovik (Satyr or the Wild Man, 1762)83,
which was originally in »ikavian« and followed a particular orthography. Reljković (1742-1811)
describes quite vividly, in the spirit of the Enlightenment, the customs and beliefs of the Croats
and Serbs who lived intermingled in his native Slavonia.

Vuk Stefanović Karadžić (1787-1864) in all his publications uses the term Serbia and Serbs;
this is the case also in the oral epic poetry collected by him and others. Although Karadžić did
not explore systematically the origin and historical ethnic characteristics of the Serbs as a na-
tion, he did have certain firm convictions about this topic. His strongest declaration appears in
an article of 1836, Srbi svi i svuda (Serbs all and everywhere), first published in Vienna in 1849,
in the only volume of his journal Kovčežić za istoriju jezika i običaja Srba sva tri zakona (Small
Treasure Chest of the History and Customs of Serbs belonging to all three religions).84 He claims
in the article, but already in the title of his periodical that evokes Serbs belonging to three
faiths, that not religion or citizenship but language makes a nation, and that Serbs are all
those who speak štokavian throughout the Austrian and Ottoman lands regardless of their Or-
thodox, Catholic or Muslim creed. He considered here to be Croats only those who speak čaka-
vian and some of those who speak kajkavian (the majority is Slovene), while all štokavians
were Serbs, whether they adopted this name or not.85

Basing his judgement on linguistic and, to a lesser extent, on grounds of common customs,
Karadžić already held such opinions in 1814, when he published his first collection of folk
songs. In the first edition of his dictionary, Riječnik (1818), he distinguishes between the gene-
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ral term Srb and the term for the Serbs living in Serbia: Srbijanac. In the 1820’s, collecting mate-
rials about the history of the Serbs, which he gave Leopold Ranke for his Die Serbische Revolu-
tion86 and used in an article of his own, he seems to assume similar principles.87 From the
1830’s to the 1850’s he prepares, and perhaps finishes, ethnographic and statistical maps of the
South-Slavs that reflect his presuppositions.88 Finally, in 1861, probably taking into account
some critical reactions to his article of 1849, he maintains his preference for linguistic criteria,
but accepts that those who are of the Catholic church and prefer to consider themselves Cro-
ats should have the right to do so.89

Vuk's conclusion agrees with opinions expressed by the distinguished Slavic linguists J. Ko-
pitar, P. Šafárik, and F. Miklosich,90 and ideological principles established earlier by the German
philosopher Fichte. Undoubtedly, Vuk's position, which loosens the link of the Serbs with Or-
thodoxy, may have been negatively influenced by his heated conflicts with the authorities of
that religion, particularly archbishop Stratimirović, about the need to abandon Church Slavo-
nic and the old orthography and embrace the spoken language and his own new phonetic
spelling. A child of his times and an ardent patriot, Karadžić was nevertheless no chauvinist
and maintained all his life excellent relations with Croats from all walks of life.

Petar II Petrović Njegoš (1813-1851), poet and Prince Bishop of Montenegro, championed a
strong Montenegrin state, but expressed himself at innumerable occasions as belonging to
the larger Serbian nation (for example in Ogledalo Srpsko [Serbian Mirror, 1845] and Gorski vije-
nac [The Mountain Wreath, 1847]91). In his view, the nation depends on a common bloodline
and language, and needs a common religion.92

Ilija Garašanin's 1844 Načertanije (Draft) became both famous and notorius as a 19th centu-
ry statement on the Serbian nation and its vital interests. Although written by a statesman
and politician identifying Serbian needs with those of the new Principality, Garašanin was
strongly influenced by broader views of the Polish émigré Prince Adam Czartoryski and his ad-
visers, as well as French and British attitudes toward nationality and statehood. Ideologically,
Garašanin combines in his Draft the German and French models of a nation; politically, he is
attempting to balance the interests of the present Serbian state with contemporary demo-
graphics (the fact that very many Serbs are still living under Turkish and Austro-Hungarian
rule) and past, mediaeval possessions in »Old Serbia« (i.e., present Kosovo and Metohija, and
Macedonia).93

From then on a similar Serbian national ideology was favoured by both the Obrenović and
Karadjordjević dynasties – regardless of their differences and foreign policy fluctuations be-
tween Vienna and St. Petersburg, as well as the impact of other political and cultural factors.
This ideology was in the main a blend of three elements: the evocation of the absolute histori-
cal and mythical legitimacy based on the Nemanjić mediaeval state; the German (Herderian,
Fichtean and in general romantic) concept of the nation based on linguistic and cultural unity;
and the French, Enlightenment and Jacobinic, model of the nation-state and its citizenship. A
closer look at the 19th and early 20th centuries would show, of course, particularities and speci-
fic preferences, reflecting interests of institutions, groups, and individuals. So, for example, the
church élite held to the religious tradition and folk heritage as the main unifying factors, while
both the educated intelligentsia and the peasants demanded the restoration of the mediaeval
Empire.

A romantic, idealized vision of that mediaeval state was often proposed as a paradigm for
the future in the popular discourses of politics, scholarship and literature. Among the Serbs
and their neighbours this invocation of the past as a justification for present and future rights
and options, the coupling of history with contemporary issues, not only durably influenced de-
bates about choices to be made today and tomorrow, but also clouded the critical examina-
tion of historical facts – that were often problematic or incomplete in themselves – giving
them additional moral and political weight. This tendency was equally pronounced in the
school system, its syllabi and textbooks.94 Another prominent factor in the propagation of the
Nemanjić myth, often combined with that of Kosovo and the noble defeat, which through vic-
timization saves a person’s and a nation’s soul, were the new leading periodicals of the times,
and the newly founded publishing house Srpska književna zadruga (Serbian literary collective,
Belgrade, 1892), with its strong national and cultural mission. Among the periodicals I am par-
ticularly thinking of the following:
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• Javor (The Maple),95 a periodical for entertainment, edification, and literature, was foun-
ded and edited for many years by Zmaj Jovan Jovanović, a great poet and one of the co-
founders of SKZ (Novi Sad, 1862-63, 1874-92, Zemun 1893).

• Otadžbina (The Fatherland), a journal for literature, scholarship, and social life, was foun-
ded and edited by Vladan Djordjević, later by M. Jovanović (Belgrade, 1875, 1880-1883,
1887-1892); its 32 volumes feature a large number of contributions by historians.

• Bosanska Vila (The Bosnian Muse), a periodical for entertainment, edification, and litera-
ture, was founded and edited for many years by the prominent Serbian nationalist Nikola
T. Kašiković (Sarajevo, 1885-1914); often in conflict with Austrian authorities, Kašiković col-
lected oral folk literature and had a predilection for ethnographic and historical contri-
butions.

• Delo (Action), a journal for scholarship, literature, and social life, was the mouth peace of
the Serbian Radical Party (Beograd, 1894-1899, 1902-1915); it published many texts about
the past.

• Brankovo kolo (Branko’s Dance),96 a periodical for entertainment, edification, and literatu-
re, was also like Javor and Bosanska Vila published under Austrian rule (Sremski Karlovci,
1895-1914), by Pajo Marković Adamov and others, and maintained a strong Serbian stance.

• Iskra (The Spark) and Nova Iskra (The New Spark), founded and edited by Andra Gavrilović
(Beograd, 1899-1905, irregularly until 1912), displayed the publisher’s strong interest in 
Serbian history.

Even the modern and more exclusively literary journal Srpski književni glasnik (The Serbian Li-
terary Messenger, Beograd, 1901-1914, 1920-1941), edited by such outstanding literary critics as
the brothers Bogdan and Pavle Popović, Jovan Skerlić, and others, did not completely neglect,
at first, the traditional patriotic vocation of Serbian periodicals. Two of the mentioned editors
have also directly contributed to the idealized evocation of the past. The prominent literary
historian and writer Andra Gavrilović (1864-1929) published, under the auspices of the SKZ,
three historical novels. The influential politician, prime-minister, scholar, writer, and physician
Vladan Djordjević (1844-1930) wrote a much read historical novel in three volumes about the
Emperor Dušan (Car Dušan, 1919/20). (A standard history of Serbian literature like that by the
late Jovan Deretić97 provides many additional examples of depictions of the glorious and tra-
gic past that is always presented with an aim at contemporary events and choices. Such in-
stances begin with the baroque literature of the 18th century, continue during the preroman-
tic and neo-classical periods, and flourish, in narrative prose, epic and lyric verse, and drama
during the romantic and post-romantic 19th century.)

A close look at the successive Serbian constitutions and published records of parliamenta-
ry debates about them – covering the period from 1805 to the end of World War I – proves that
the new Serbian state struggled quite deliberately with definitions of nationhood (in the tra-
ditional ethnic sense) and citizenship (in the French post-Revolutionary spirit).98 Anthony
Smith’s concepts of »ethno-nationalism« and an »ethno-national state« are quite relevant in
this context.99 The adopted solutions, on balance and in hindsight, seem quite moderate and
secular. They were particularly meant to ensure for the Principality and Kingdom a strong sen-
se of citizenship and statehood while opening the door to qualified Serbs from foreign territo-
ries to join the new administration and participate in the political and cultural life. These Serbs
from abroad belonged often to the Orthodox creed, but not exclusively so, and it seems that
in some cases a Slavic sounding name and self-proclaimed adherence to the nation were
among the criteria for acceptance. Needless to say, throughout the history of Serbian states,
many distinguished writers, poets, scholars, administrators, and public figures originated from
beyond the state’s boundaries.

The Yugoslav monarchy (1918-41) acknowledged three constituent nations (the Serbs, Cro-
ats, and Slovenians) and made some concessions to the Muslim citizens; it largely ignored eth-
nic principles in its administrative regions (banovina). After World War II, the socialist Yugoslav
federation made great efforts to accept additional nationalities and recognize minorities, and
it created five republics and two autonomous regions; it also combatted most manifestations
of nationalist sentiment, especially those of a Serbian inspiration. Unfortunately, the regime
only succeeded in fostering pent-up national resentments that lead to the ultimate downfall
of the state. During the dissolution of Yugoslavia there have been, for instance in Croatia, con-
stitutional changes that contributed to inflame inter-ethnic suspicions and confirmed the
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sensitivity of such issues in countries that lack a homogenous population. In most parts of the
previous Yugoslavia, and sometimes in certain regions of Serbia, there is a steady distancing
from any links with Serbian traditions, even in matters of language; by state decree and popu-
lar practice the Serbo-Croat language has been divided not only into Croat and Serbian but
also into new languages, Bosnian and Montenegrin. There is a revival of theories that not only
radically separate the South Slavic nations from each other, but which moreover deny that
some of them have a Slavic origin at all; this is sometimes used pejoratively and sometimes as
a positive distinction. It is also characteristic that almost nobody wishes to be identified with
»Tito’s Yugoslavia«, which is always presented as having been dominated by some other
nationality than one’s own. Present debates in Serbia about the new constitution, progressing
slowly and often stalled, demonstrate again how difficult and heart-rending the implications
of such definitions can be.

During the second half of the 19th and most of the 20th century certain members of the
Croatian élite who were opposed to any Yugoslav idea, designated the Serbs alternatively but
always pejoratively as »Vlasi« (Vlachs), as Orthodox Croats, as non-Slavs, and Gipsies. The at-
tacks on Serbs formulated in the 19th century by Ante Starčević (1823-1896) and others helped
develop in the 20th century the extreme ideology of the Ustasha movement (since 1928/29)
and state (1941-1945), and contributed to shape certain more recent pronouncements by Presi-
dent Franjo Tudjman (1922-1999) and many others. Extreme rhetorical attacks on other na-
tions and religions, as well as on political opponents within one’s own people or group, mani-
festations of the often so labelled »dark Balkan hatred« (crna balkanska mržnja), were fre-
quent. Tragic events during World War II, the violent dissolution of Yugoslavia, the crisis and
military campaign in Kosovo, and many incidents since the separation, as well as articles in
newspapers and other mass-media in the newly constituted states demonstrate dramatically
the lasting effect of such propaganda that was coming from all antagonistic sides. In general,
from the second half of the 19th century onward, there has been a negative dialectic in the po-
lemics between the various nationalist and religious ideologies on the territory of the pre-
vious Yugoslavia, especially among the ideologies that are openly ethnically exclusionary and
intent on demonizing the opponents.100

The avoidance of mutually inflammatory statements and, in the more distant future, the
elaboration of a common historical vision – covering at least the crucial events in inter-ethnic
and inter-religious relations – remain, among many other urgent tasks, inescapable precondi-
tions for any durable and favourable settlement of relations.101 While a peaceful and prospe-
rous Balkan Peninsula requires a multi-national and multi-ethnic effort at conciliation and re-
conciliation, there is no doubt that each of the entities involved will have to exert heroic deeds
of self-examination. The means by which some other European nations have come to terms
with each other and with their changing fortunes and frontiers might serve as an example.
Any re-evaluation of the past and present, any programme for the future will have to separa-
te facts from (desired or desirable) fictions and try to eliminate, or at least temper, national
myths that by bitter experience have been proven to be harmful. Although intermingling and
contacts with other nations bring cultural and other benefits, the nations of the old Yugoslavia
with a relatively stable and homogenous territory, like the Slovenes, have faired much better
than those with a varied population. Among these, the Serbs seem to have been most fre-
quently displaced and marginalized. Be that as it may, traumatic events of the last century
have deepened the collective feeling of isolation and victimization among Serbs and their im-
pression that the ethnic memory of all nations, near and far, is encouraged, but not theirs. At
the same time, their neighbours were increasingly convinced that they are being endangered
by the Serbs, because they perceived them as being violent, vengeful, and tending to resolve
their needs and lacks at other peoples’ expense. Solutions are further complicated not only by
the weight of the real and imagined past, but also by the present dismal position of Serbian
society and statehood in terms of the international and internal, economic and financial,
health care, and even demographic situation and prospects; rare are the countries in which a
similar percentage of the young desire to emigrate.102

*

Our rapid, and often superficial, overview of the concept »Serb« has pointed out, I trust, cer-
tain important features of long duration: first of all, the name itself and the conscience of be-
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longing to a particular group – even if that group depends on self-definitions and acceptance
by others; second, a broad range of attempts, since the Middle Ages, to define this group and
to distinguish it from other groups living in the neighbourhood or sharing the same space;
third, to reconcile, albeit in a variety of ways, the changing, and often contradictory, needs of
ethnicity and statehood. Other prominent traits, again not unique in Europe, are, for instance,
the repeated reincertion of past paradigms of the self and the state into later debates, under
changed circumstances, and the permanent and often pernicious dialectic of Serbian words,
feelings, and actions and those of the adjacent nations.103

Questions pertaining to modern nation states have been traced by scholars usually to the
second half of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century and to the two main ideological
solutions proposed at that time: the Jacobin identification of nationality with citizenship, i.e.
the belonging to the same state and being under one judicial and administrative authority,
and the romantic theories, developed particularly by Herder and Fichte, of communities based
on common ancestry (blood and heredity), language, culture, customs, and, preferably, one re-
ligion and a stable ancestral territory. The 19th and 20th century state, whether fully sovereign
or not, attempted in its successive constitutions, dominant ideologies, political discourses and
educational policies, to find ways how to reconcile these two basic attitudes towards nationa-
lity both in themselves, and with the local data of society and geography. In doing so, they
were obliged to grapple with the fact that the Serbian state had changing borders, that it was
never inhabited exclusively by Serbs, and that very many people who considered themselves,
and whom others considered to be Serbs, lived outside of its jurisdiction. Matters are further
complicated by internal and external perceptions that some of the spaces where Serbs had the
strongest historical claims, such as Kosovo and Metohija, were spaces of their demographic
feebleness, while other spaces, where they were demographically strong, such as areas in
Croatia, Bosnia and Hercegovina, where those of weaker or disputed historical validity.

A particular, albeit not unique feature of Serbian history is the existence of a Serbian state
in the high and late Middle Ages under the Nemanjić dynasty. While having many elements of
a nation state, including a very strong sense of being Serbian, this feudal state also had radi-
cally changing frontiers and inhabitants who did not belong to the same religion or the same
nationality; there were at the same time very many people living in foreign countries, under
other rulers and often of another Christian persuasion, but still claiming to be Serbs and also
being designated so by others. The rulers of that state, in their edicts and laws, as well as the
church and other producers of the official and semi-official ideology already at that time at-
tempted a broad range of solutions to the question who is, legitimately, a Serb and what such
a person’s relationship to the Serbian state and crown should be. As indicated earlier, defini-
tions were used that privileged respectively the ideas of a people of the same ancestry, of the
same language, of subjects of the same ruler and state, of belonging to the same Greek (later
Serbian) Orthodox Church, etc. These criteria were used at various times in different combina-
tions, but that of the same religion was less pervasive than most of the others.

For this reason, modern constitutions of Serbia and other legal measures, as well as politi-
cal debates during the 19th and 20th centuries, were influenced by these medieaval attempts
at solutions, and not exclusively by Western European models of the late 18th and the 19th cen-
turies. In addition, the nostalgia for the Nemanjić glory and empire lead to anachronistic at-
tempts to resolve problems of the present in the spirit of the real and imagined past. Relations
with neighbouring nations and states were further complicated by the fact that among them
some, and notably the Croats and Bulgars, had a similar history of mediaeval sovereignty, cen-
turies of foreign rule, and temptations to shape their future in the light of the past.

At the beginning of this article, I mentioned the presently dominant – and still fashiona-
ble – deconstruction of nations and nationalisms both as terms and as referred to realities.
Even if we were to accept the idea that, seen in a strictly critical scholarly light, such notions
are largely unstable constructs, grammatically belonging to »imaginary nouns« (mislene ime-
nice) that are altered over time, history proves without any doubt that »out there«, in the non-
verbal world, some persistent realities correspond to these, volatile but often deeply felt, be-
liefs, which contribute powerfully to shape a society’s life and evolution. To ignore them com-
pletely is, therefore, another ideological thesis that leads to conflicts with tangible, stubborn
realities. After all, attempts to preserve some kind of – admittedly reconstructed – past are a
necessary part of establishing a sense of self, and identity is intimately connected to memory
and imagining a possible future. Without excusing in any way the excesses and atrocities that
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happened at times of crisis, one has to acknowledge that it is to be expected that when what
we fear most is the total erasure of social memory, then an idealized past seems better than
none at all. Even if »such nostalgic feelings are [...] ultimately directed towards an imaginary
past of plenitude and security, their strength is no less pertinent for the fact that their object
is imaginary.«104 The political success of certain politicians has hinged on their ability to mine
the past for symbols and images that enabled them to articulate a reassuring response to
modern and postmodern uncertainties. Moreover, by creating ideal worlds inside our heads,
we are keeping the possibility of better worlds alive, at a time when there is almost no re-
maining public or psychic space available to us. »Contemporary nostalgia is not so much about
the past as about the vanishing present.«105

There is, incidentally, a clear positive side to the deconstruction of mythic essentialist ideas
concerning nations and national identities. It is the realization that all notions about any na-
tion’s identity and presumed »essence« vary over time, that they are attributes that evolve as
a consequence of conscious and unconscious socio-cultural processes. This perspective opens
the possibility for positive revisions of the ideas of national identity, for a deliberate striving to
avoid perpetuating myths and attitudes that have not served the people well, and to substi-
tute them with ideals that are more propitious. I should like to hope that Serbs, in their father-
land and in their world-wide Diaspora, will take from their past, which is rich in achievements
and also in calamities inflicted by others but also at times self-inflicted, only the best elements
and build, why not – construct, a healthier and even better identity.
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